
Decoding The Mask
One size doesn’t fit all



Types of patterns in mask styles

-Rectangular Snug Fit 
-Single piece fabric 3 layer with tie up (handout 
closed)
-Circular regular fit (handout closed)
-Circular with extra insert option
-Circular with adjuster/head go around
-Circular  with a thread tie up
-Surgical pattern replica
- Scope of work



Rectangular Snug Fit
- Double layer 
- Very comfortable
- Suggested for men









-Single piece fabric 3 layer with tie up





-Circular with extra insert option







-Circular with adjuster/ head go around



Tie – up thread mask

- 2 layered with extra filter insert option
- open channel on sides to insert elastic/

thread fastening of your choice
- With wooden bead adjuster



New mask productions can be done with all existing patterns with channels for fastening.
Open to use fastening of choice for makers.
3 ply, reversible with fabric string and wooden channapatna bead adjuster







Mask adjustor fabric loops with
Ceramic/Channapatna beads adjuster.
Can be attached to any mask for 
adjusting function.



Adjustable fabric string for any mask with press buttons



Value adds that can be done
-Nose clips along with masks
- Mask adjusters in craft techniques
-Size differentiation
-Kid friendly options, tassels, drawings, 
construction 
-An overall great construction



Replacing plastic and other options with
handmade and natural materials and techniques



Replacing plastic and other options
with handmade and natural materials
and techniques



Mask add-ons
- Adjustor strings
- Detachable waste fabric tassels
- Leather puppet tassels
- Other craft inspired tassels



Well constructed, detailed  translations
of the medical, disposable masks in 
Sustainable materials and techniques.



Keeping the world green
while we learn to exist
in the new normal!

Get  in touch for any custom 
requirements for bulk in any of the 
listed fabrics or handpainting options.

Mob – 9743598042
Instagram - @themasknarrative
An initiative by Studio Moya to support 
Artisan communities.  


